
Snorkeling  Shipwrecks Off Thunder Beach 

George Traini 

Cris Kohl’s book Dive Ontario (published by Cris Kohl: Chatham Ontario 1990) is an essential guide to the 

wrecks that surround Thunder Beach. I would recommend it to anyone interested in the wonders that 

lie just a few minutes boat ride away. The following piece is drawn from his research.1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
1 While Dive Ontario is out of print, Cris Kohl’s latest book The 100 Best Great Lakes Shipwrecks 

discusses  two of the following wrecks (the Mapledawn and the Marquette) and is available from his 

web site www.seawolfcommunications.com/ or The Reading Book Store in downtown Penetangushine. 

 

http://www.seawolfcommunications.com/


 

I have added my thoughts on visiting these sites over the past few years. 

 

All four  sites are within good snorkeling depth range and close to Thunder Beach. A number of sites are 

not mentioned as in the case of the Marquette off Hope Island, as it is too deep for easy snorkeling, as 

well as the Reliever  at Awenda and the Saucy Jim at Christian island as they are in shallow water but 

contain very small amounts of the original wrecks. 

For the novice and those with small children it is always best to attend these wrecks on a calm day. 

 Water level charts are  a good item to keep on the boat  as it makes visiting these sites safer and easier. 

The Charts are available at Central Marine , Midland. 

Inexpensive hand held GPS are available  from Mountain Equipment Co-Op and is the easiest way to find 

the sites. 

All four sites are beautiful. 

A) The Lottie Wolf 

 Located  northeast of the Light house at Hope 126’ wooden three-masted wooden schooner, 

ran aground Oct. 16,1891. 

 In a number of pieces on the site but very visible structure. 

 Loran co-ordinates as per Dive Ontario: 29501.9/48914.3 

 GPS as per my own observation:  N44 55’ 01.3” W 80 09’46.7” 

This site is only protected from a Southwest wind and so that is when it is best to visit. Dive schools 

sometimes mark this site with a white plastic bottle float tied to the wreck. The float may be a little off. 

The original lighthouse has clear corners and if you draw a line from the southwest corner of the 

lighthouse through the northeast corner and extend it out 400 ft. you will find the wreck. 

 

 



B) The Michigan 

 Located off the northwest corner of Hope Island in open water.  

 296’ steel wreck, it ran aground while trying to salvage The Riverton on Nov. 24 1943. 

 Large steel plates/gears in very shallow water, scattered over a large area. 

 GPS as per Dive Ontario: N 44 54’ 58”, W 80 12’ 15 ‘ 

 GPS as per my observation: N 44 55’04.4” w 80 12’ 03.1” 

This is my favorite site. The site feels so clean and solitary. The Michigan is as beautiful a dive and site as 

anywhere in the world. Difficult to find, it is best if someone is already on the site for the day when you 

arrive as you can use them to find the wreck.  In the past when the water levels were lower, a large rock 

would peek out of the water creating a splash that was visible from a distance. This is a shallow site and 

best to get there from the west side of Hope or take a wide sweep from the lighthouse north , avoiding 

the large boulders between the Light house to the south east and the site. Again, there have been years 

when dive schools place a white plastic bottle to mark the spot. This is also an excellent fishing spot in 

the early spring.  

 

 

 

 

C) The Mapledawn 

 Located on the west coast of Christian Island.   

 To be avoided when the wind is from the West. 

 349’ steel freighter, was stranded on Nov. 30, 1924 with a load of barley  



 Large wreck, in 30’ of water, but most of the structure is standing upright and within 5’ of the 

surface. The bow is buckled back and facing up,the boilers are large and quite wonderful. 

 GPS Dive Ontario: N 44 51’ 52”  W 80 14’ 50” 

 GPS my  observation:  N 44  52’ 04.4 “  W 80 14’ 38.8” 

This is the most dramatic of the sites, with towering boilers and grand visuals. The bow of The 

Mapledawn is buckled upward, a grand visual. If you are visiting this site for the first time it is best to 

have water depth charts and a GPS. If you enter from the north, stay out a few hundred feet along the 

west and north coast of Christian Island and when you see the rock formation as drawn then move 

slowly toward the wreck from the west. It is plenty deep at this point. 

 

 

D) Thomas Crange Wreck 

 Located off the northwest side of the western most Watchers (this group of islands are visible as 

you head straight north from Thunder Beach) 

 305’ wooden freighter, ran aground Sept 25, 1911. 

 It was the world’s largest wooden steam ship. 

 Large scattered wooden structures of which little remains visible, however the  large wooden 

rudder is beautiful and the size of the beams are impressive . 

 GPS Dive Ontario:  N 44 56’ 39”,  W 80 05’27” 

 GPS my observation: N 44 56’ 42.4”  W 80 05’ 25.1” 

This wreck is a little hard to find. May need to snorkel around to find it as the wreck is simple in nature.  



 

These wrecks have provided wonderful days for me and both my family and friends. I would like 

to thank Fred Burton, David DesRoches and Jim Somerville for taking me to the wrecks for my 

first time so many years ago. 

Happy to share and please enjoy, 

George Traini 

  

 

 

 

 


